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Diffusion and directed motion in cellular transport

Avi Caspi, Rony Granek, and Michael Elbaum
Department of Materials and Interfaces, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel

~Received 11 October 2001; published 29 July 2002!

We study the motion of a probe driven by microtubule-associated motors within a living eukaryotic cell. The
measured mean square displacement,^x(t)2& of engulfed 2 and 3mm diameter microspheres shows enhanced
diffusion scaling ast3/2 at short times, with a clear crossover to ordinary or subdiffusive scaling, i.e.,tg with
g less than or equal to 1, at long times. Using optical tweezers we tried to move the engulfed bead within the
cell in order to relate the anomalous diffusion scaling to the density of the network in which the bead is
embedded. Results show that the larger beads, 2 and 3mm diameter, must actively push the cytoskeleton
filaments out of the way in order to move, whereas smaller beads of 1mm diameter can be ‘‘rattled’’ within a
cage. The 1mm beads also perform an enhanced diffusion but with a smaller and less consistent exponent
1.2,g,1.45. We interpret the half-integer power observed with large beads based on two diverse phenomena
widely studied in purified cytoskeleton filaments:~1! the motion of the intracellular probe results from random
forces generated by motor proteins rather than thermal collisions for classical Brownian particles, and~2!
thermal bending modes of these semiflexible polymers lead to anomalous subdiffusion of particles embedded
in purified gel networks or attached to single filaments, with^x(t)2&;t3/4. In the case of small beads, there may
also be a Brownian contribution to the motion that results in a smaller exponent.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.011916 PACS number~s!: 87.17.2d, 87.16.Ka
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I. INTRODUCTION

The eukaryotic cell generates directed forces in orde
distribute components among internal compartments, to
port and export materials, and to apply forces to exter
objects. We have shown that in certain cellular models
particle adhering to the cell surface near its periphery
comes engulfed into the cell and performs a directed cen
etal motion. The directionality of this motion ends near t
nuclear region, where it continues to move randomly with
a restricted space@1#. The random ‘‘wandering’’ near the
nucleus appears to be similar to diffusive motion, but d
plays a mean square displacement~MSD! ^x(t)2& propor-
tional to tg, with g53/2 rather thang51 for Brownian mo-
tion. Values ofg.1 are classified as enhanced diffusion@2#
and inside the cell this phenomenon is caused by a collec
activity of protein motors rather than thermal kicks@3#.
Those motors are used to move cargos back and forth a
the microtubules between different regions and comp
ments within the cell.

Enhanced diffusion with 3/2 scaling was previously d
cussed theoretically in the context of a random velocity fi
@4,5#. Recently, enhanced diffusion was observed in
swimming activity of bacteria, and interpreted as a crosso
between ballistic and diffusion time regimes@6#. We argued
@3# that in our case, i.e., within the living cell, the anomalo
t3/2 scaling is due to microtubule-associated motor prote
giving rise to the driven motion while the surrounding m
crotubule network~Fig. 1! inhibits this motion by introduc-
ing a time-dependent drag. Therefore thet3/2 scaling effec-
tively represents an inhibited ballistic regime, rather th
enhancement of a thermal diffusion process. In this pa
the effect of intimate contact between the cytoskeletal n
work and the bead will be studied by using beads with va
ous sizes relative to the effective mesh size of the netw
The particle dynamics will be evaluated by measuring
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MSD, while the space available for the bead to diffuse w
be measured by ‘‘rattling’’ it within the cell using optica
tweezers.

The paper will consist of the following sections. First,
brief description of the cytoskeletal filaments, i.e., actin a
microtubules, will be presented. Then the thermal undulat
of these semiflexible polymers will be discussed at the le
of individual filaments, with particular attention to th
anomalous scaling of the mean square displacement
point along the polymer. Following, we will summarize an
integrate previous experiments in which scaling laws w
measured directly in a purified network of microtubules@7#.
Those results are used to explain measurements of enha

FIG. 1. Immunofluorescence image of the microtubule netw
of a giant multinuclear SV80 fibroblast. Cells were fixed in co
methanol, then stained by a primary antibody fora tubulin and a
secondary fluorescently labeled antibody. Scale bar 10mm.
©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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diffusion of an intracellular probe@3#. Next, the mean squar
displacement is measured on beads of various sizes, an
relate the observed scaling to the space available for the
to move. Measurements were made using video part
tracking as well as using a method based on continuo
wave two-photon fluorescence excitation by the optical tw
zers.

II. SEMIFLEXIBLE BIOPOLYMERS

Filaments of the cytoskeleton have recently drawn att
tion as a subject for experiments and theories with m
interesting physical implications. The major cytoskelet
networks are made of filamentous actin~F-actin! and micro-
tubules~MT!. These build distinct but interconnected intr
cellular networks. F-actin is most closely associated w
maintenance of cell shape and generation of contrac
forces, while microtubules are primarily responsible for t
internal cell structure and organization. In addition to th
function in supporting the cell structure and providing m
chanical rigidity, those filaments play a major role in gen
ating directed forces. They form tracks on which spec
enzymes, commonly called ‘‘motor proteins,’’ move by co
verting chemical energy derived from adenosine triphosph
~ATP! hydrolysis into mechanical work.

Actin filaments are double-stranded helical polymers
the monomeric globular protein, with a diameter of rough
7 nm. Various types of the motor proteinmyosin use the
chemical energy derived from ATP hydrolysis to move alo
actin filaments. The actin-myosin motory system drives
sliding of adjacent actin filaments against each other, res
ing in dynamic construction of organized stress fibe
muscle contraction, and cell movements. Various types
unconventional myosins can move directionally along sin
actin filaments.

Microtubules, the focus of our experiments, are long h
low cylinders made of the protein tubulin, with an outer d
ameter of 25 nm. They are much more rigid than actin fi
ments. The MT are built from 13 linear protofilaments, ea
composed of alternatinga- andb-tubulin subunits, bound in
parallel to form a cylinder. Since the 13 protofilaments a
aligned in parallel with the same polarity, the microtubu
itself is a polar structure, defining so-called plus and min
ends. Each subunit is oriented in such a manner that tha
tubulin points toward the minus end while theb tubulin
points toward the plus end@8#.

Microtubule polymerization and depolymerization are d
namic processes and have important biological, chem
and physical roles. Purified tubulin, above a critical conc
tration @9#, will polymerize into MT near room temperatur
in vitro. The plus end of the MT can be seen to elongate
approximately three times the rate of the minus end@10,11#.
In the cell, they nucleate from the microtubule-organizi
center, or the centrosome, so as to form radial tracks
establish inward and outward directionality. Two classes
MT-dependent motor proteins were identified and isolat
the kinesinsanddyneins. Each motor protein moves in onl
one direction along a MT. Most kinesin types move towa
the plus end~the cell periphery!, whereas dyneins move to
01191
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ward the minus end~the interior of the cell!. In vitro experi-
ments have measured a stall force of a few piconewtons
the microtubule-kinesin motor interaction@12#. A similar
stall force was measured in the case of an actin-myosin
teraction@13#. It was also shown, for microtubules, that th
generated force has a duration of a few seconds@14,15#.

The biological role and exceptional elastic properties
the cytoskeletal filaments have motivatedin vitro physical
experiments. The stiffness of a filament defines a persiste
length, the scale on which thermal undulations decorre
the tangent vectors of distant segments along the filam
The persistence length (LP) is equal to the ratio of the bend
ing rigidity (k) of the filament to the thermal energy (LP
;k/kBT) @16–18#. The high stiffness of F-actin and micro
tubules expands the space and time scales for diffusive
undulatory movements relative to conventional polyme
thus enabling elasticity measurements at the level of a sin
filament or a network using optical microscopy technique

Analysis of microtubules’ fluctuations in shape has be
used to extract their persistence length. Fluctuations w
generated by thermal energy@19#, hydrodynamic flow@20#,
or by optical tweezers@21#. Alternately, microtubule bending
rigidity was measured by enclosing the filament into
vesicle, and viewing its buckling while increasing the tensi
in the membrane by micropipet aspiration@22#. Shape analy-
sis was used for actin filaments in order to measure th
persistence length. Experiments based on thermal fluctua
of actin filaments were interpreted by a variety of techniqu
comparing the mean square end-to-end distance to the
ment contour length@23#, extracting the correlation function
given by the mean vector inner product between unit tang
vectors along the filament@24#, and measuring the amplitud
variance of each Fourier mode@19#. Shape analysis of the
actin filament was also performed in the presence of an
ternal oscillatory force at one end generated by optical tw
zers via an attached bead@25#. All of the above flexural
rigidity measurements yield persistence lengths
2 –10 mm for microtubules, and 5 –20mm for actin fila-
ments.

III. ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION OF SEMIFLEXIBLE
POLYMERS

A point ~chemical monomer! along a filament is expose
to thermal collisions from the solvent. However, it cann
diffuse freely because its motion is restricted by the nei
boring monomers. Thus, diffusional dynamics of the po
are governed by continuum elastic bending modes of
filaments. Equipartition of thermal energy excites all possi
bending modes with amplitude inversely proportional to t
bending rigidity and the square curvature. Due to the visc
interaction with the solvent, each mode has a different ch
acteristic decay time according to its wave number. T
MSD of a point at distancex along the baseline of the fila
ment, defined by

^Dh2~x,t !&5^@h~x,t !2h~x,0!#2&, ~1!

is a measure of the undulation amplitudeh(x,t) at this point.
6-2
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It is given by the sum over bending modes fromn51 to n
5L/a (n is the mode number anda is the filament diameter!,

^Dh2~x,t !&5
4

L (
n51

L/a
kBT

kq4~12e2w(q)t!sin2~qx!, ~2!

whereq5np/L is the wave number of each excited mo
and kBT/kq4 is its contribution to the MSD resulting from
the bending energy. The relaxation ratew(q) of modeq, to
leading order inqa, is given by

w~q!'
kq4

4ph
ln~1/qa!, ~3!

whereh is the solvent viscosity. The amplitude of undul
tions comes to saturation at times longer than a character
time tS , which is the inverse of the longest mode (q
5p/L) relaxation rate

tS5w21~p/L !5
4

p3

hL4

k ln~L/pa!
. ~4!

At short times the transverse MSD of a point along the fi
ment reduces to@26,27#

^Dh2~x,t !&}
kBT

h3/4k1/4
t3/4 ~5!

with an anomalous scaling exponent of 3/4. Note that
prefactor depends onk ~i.e., LP) and is effectively indepen
dent ofL. At short times the number of contributing mod
grows with time, from the shortest toward longer wav
lengths. Thus, the response of the filament is more local
shorter the time span on which it is observed. Alternately
the short time regime the monomer does not feel the fi
length of the polymer. Each time interval accesses a subs
available spatial modes,q. Each mode is damped at a diffe
ent time scale according to Eq.~3!. The superposition of al
modes,@Eq. ~2!# results in the anomalous scaling law.

We were able to measure directly the 3/4 scaling law o
point on a microtubule using video microscopy@7#. Using a
microsphere~bead! as a marker, we tracked optically a sing
point on the filament. Tubulin protein was purified from b
vine brain as described in the literature@28#. A solution of
cold depolymerized tubulin at 35mM concentration was in-
jected into the observation chamber, which consisted o
long cover slip fixed crosswise to an ordinary glass mic
scope slide using parafilm spacers. The microtubules p
merized at room temperature inside the sample cell. Track
of a single point on a microtubule was enabled by chemic
attaching a microsphere~bead! to a single point on a micro
tubule. After the network of microtubules develope
0.3 mm diameter silica microspheres, activated so as to
here to the microtubules~Fig. 2!, were added. Adhesion wa
verified by dragging the beads with a single beam opt
tweezers. The tweezers could stretch or buckle the micr
bules via the beads~Fig. 3!, showing that the beads wer
attached to a single point and could not roll or slide.
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The observation consists of recording the bead motion
extended time periods. A small region of interest surround
a single bead is captured at a frequency up to the video fr
rate into the disk of a personal computer. A ‘‘mask’’ image
taken of the bead itself, and then a cross-correlation a
rithm ~Inspector 1.7, Matrox Imaging, Quebec, Canada! is
run in order to locate the instantaneous position of the b
in each frame. The raw data are thus a list of coordinates
the projection of the bead, and a corresponding coun
specifying the frame numberi 51,2, . . . ,N. The original
(xi ,yi) list is then rotated in small steps and the proce
repeated so as to align the measurement to the transvers
longitudinal axes of the microtubule (hi ,v i). The trajectory
of the transverse motion of the bead (hi) is used to compute
the undulatory mean square displacement vs time. Beca
the process is stationary, the MSD can be computed as a
average for a single trajectory, rather than an ensemble a
age,

FIG. 2. Microspheres~beads! are activated chemically@59# in
order to adhere to the microtubule filaments. The carboxyl functi
ality of the bead reacts with the amine of the tris~hydroxymethyl!
aminomethane, usually referred to as ‘‘tris’’ or ‘‘trizma’’ buffer, t
form an ionic bond. The newly functionalized bead adheres to
microtubule via multiple hydrogen bonds.

FIG. 3. Differential interface contrast~DIC! image showing a
microtubule~indicated by the arrows! to which three 0.3mm beads
were attached. Single beam optical tweezers were used in ord
buckle the microtubule by applying force on the right-most be
that was attached to the filament. DIC optics based
3100/1.3 NA objective~Zeiss!, allows the simultaneous observa
tion of the beads and the microtubules. The optical tweezers
based on an 830 nm single-mode laser diode with a maxim
power of 200 mW~SDL-5432-H1, SDL Inc., San Jose, CA!. The
horizontal dimension of the figure is 20mm.
6-3
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^h2~nDt !&5
1

N2n21 (
i 51

N2n21

~hi 1n2hi !
2, ~6!

whereDt is the time difference between successive posit
measurements, in our case 40 ms. Measured results
several cases are shown in Fig. 4, along with the calcula
MSD for a MT filament taking a persistence length of 6 m
calculated from the full equation for the MSD given in Re
@26#. The data clearly show the anomalous exponent of 3

IV. SEMIFLEXIBLE POLYMER NETWORKS

Within a network of semiflexible polymers, a partic
larger than the typical distance between filaments is ef
tively caged and performs a restricted diffusion due to co
sions with the surrounding filaments. Recently, many exp
ments have observed the thermal motion of embed
particles in order to study the bulk properties of comp
fluids such as biopolymers. Studies of this type are usu
called microrheology@29#. Observations have been made
thermal motion in polymer networks, either of a single p
ticle averaged in time@30#, of the average of the motion o
many particles@31#, or on the cross-correlated motion o
pairs of particles@32#. It was shown, by video tracking, tha
a particle embedded in a network of F-actin with a diame
larger than the mesh size executes a subdiffusive motion
an exponent of 3/4@30#. This scaling law is equivalent to tha
of a point along the filament but has alternately been
plained in terms of gel rheology@33#. The results of the
particle studied, within a network, are in agreement with e
lier light scattering measurements@34#. Using high band-
width laser tracking, it was shown that the shear modulus
a semiflexible solution has high frequency scaling ofv3/4, in
contrast tov1/2 scaling for flexible semidilute polymer solu

FIG. 4. Measured results of the transverse MSD@^h2(t)&# of a
0.3 mm bead attached to a point along the MT filament sho
using thin black linesfor ten different samples. Thedashed gray
line shows the expected MSD according to Eq.~5!. As a reference a
measured MSD for a 0.3mm bead in a sucrose solution (33% b
weight! is shown bygray line.
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tions@35#. Using diffusive wave spectroscopy it was possib
to detect thet3/4 scaling over many decades in time@36,37#.

The anomalous diffusion, discussed above for a part
within a network, indicates that the network environment
not a simple viscous medium. In a Newtonian fluid it
possible to define the diffusion constant askBT/6pha where
6pha is the coefficient of the viscous friction. Within
network of semiflexible polymers, different time scales a
cess different spatial modes of the filaments. A parti
driven through the network by an external force locally d
turbs the geometry of the surrounding filaments. This lo
perturbation is composed of many modes in each filam
each having a different time decay. Thet3/4 scaling measured
on the thermally driven motion can be used to define a tim
dependent friction with a scaling ofme(t);t1/4. A driven
process in such a non-Newtonian environment will be s
ject to the same time-dependent friction. As a conseque
one may expect that under constant force the motion o
driven particle will be depressed by the network and
displacement will not be linearly proportional to time b
rather tot3/4 @30,38#.

V. VISCOELASTICITY IN LIVING CELLS

Several experimental works have been conducted in o
to study the complex rheological environment of the cy
plasm inside living cells. Using size-fractionated Ficoll, wi
radius of gyration between 3 and 58 nm, it was shown t
diffusion inside the living cell is hindered in a size
dependent manner@39#. It was also shown that within the
cell the diffusion constants obtained from direct single m
ecule tracking of different trajectories has a broader distri
tion than the narrow distribution in a simple viscous flu
@40#. The results of the above experiments raised a ques
regarding the meaning of the diffusion constant, which
defined for thermal systems within a simple medium, to
living cell. Measurement using fluorescence correlation sp
troscopy also showed that the motion of single molecule
not consistent with simple Brownian diffusion, and two mo
els were proposed@41#. The first model regards two compo
nents for the motion in which one fraction of the molecu
diffuses faster than the other. The second model is base
hindrance to the motion by obstacles that result in anoma
power law scaling of the diffusion.

Using engulfed magnetic beads, the viscoelasticity ins
living J774 macrophages@42# or Dictyosteliumcells @43#
was obtained by measuring the probe response as a fun
of an applied magnetic field. It was shown that the viscoel
ticity is very heterogeneous and its value varies depend
on the applied force. Twisting of such beads has also b
used to study the viscoelastic response of the cytoplasm,
ticularly in combination with drugs that cause specific d
polymerzation of F-actin or microtubules@44#. The fact that
force is required for twisting the magnetic sphere suppo
the hypothesis that the bead is strongly coupled to the ela
filaments that construct the intracellular network.

In addition to the measurements that use an engulfed b
as a probe, microrheological experiments have also b
conducted on lipid granules naturally present in some ce

n

6-4
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Using laser tracking microrheology@45# the motion of a
single lipid sphere can be tracked vs time. Viscoelastic sh
moduli were measured at various locations inside the c
before and after depolymerization of the actin network@46#.

VI. ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION IN LIVING CELLS

A particle engulfed into a living cell can act as a repor
probing the microrheological properties of the cytoskelet
Clearly, the interaction of the particle is not only due to t
thermal collisions. Dynamic processes such as the interac
with motor proteins must be considered and may be do
nant. Using the membrane specific fluorescent dye DiI,
found that a particle engulfed into a cell is covered by
membrane shell~Fig. 5!. The presence of this shell is due
the process by which the particle is ‘‘cupped’’ by the c
cortex leaving it surrounded by a layer of plasma membr
@1#. This process is similar to phagocytosis, by which ma
cells ingest external materials. Thus, from the point of vi
of the cytoskeleton network, the bead is likely to be reco
nized as a membrane-bound vesicle or digestive organ
Within the cell the vesicles are transported by adsorbing m
tor proteins on their surface, and move back and forth al
the microtubles@47#.

Experiments were performed on cells of the human
rived SV80 line@48#, with some on multinuclear giant cell
@49# of the same line, and others on murine NIH-3T3 ce
Cells were cultured at 37 °C in Dulbecco’s Modified Eag
Medium at 7.5% CO2 with 10% fetal calf serum in petri-
dishes with glass bottoms. The medium was exchanged
L-15 (CO2-free medium! prior to observation and the samp
maintained at 37 °C during experiments. Observation w
made using an inverted optical microscope equipped with
oil-coupled Fluar 3100/1.3 numerical aperture objectiv
~Carl Zeiss, Germany! and a 1/2 in. charge-coupled-devic
video camera with 0.53 reducing lens~160 nm/pixel!.
Bright field imaging was used for particle tracking whi
differential interface contrast was best for cell observatio
Image sequences from the video camera were capture
rectly to the disk of a personal computer at the video rate~25
frame/sec!.

Polystyrene beads, 3mm in diameter~Polyscience, War-
rington, PA; Interfacial Dynamics Corp., Portland, OR!, were

FIG. 5. Immunofluorescence image showing the membr
shell around an engulfed bead marked by thewhite arrow. A live
SV80 cell was stained using a membrane-specific fluorescent
~CellTracker CM-DiI, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR!, after plac-
ing a 3 mm bead at the cell periphery with the optical tweezers
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introduced into the cells either by incubation with the c
culture during replating, or by direct placement on the c
periphery using optical tweezers. The beads were coate
their surface by the lectin concanavalin A~Sigma, cat. no.
C-7275! so as to adhere to the cell membrane.~Untreated
sulfate beads also successfully adhered to the cells.! The ad-
herent particles were engulfed into the cell volume and c
ried to the central part of the cell, near the nucleus. All m
surements presented here were made in this central pa
the cell. We verified by scanning electron microscopy as w
as live observation with three-dimensional particle trackin
that the beads are engulfed into the cell volume rather t
adhering to the outer surface of the cell@1#.

The measurements consist of recording the bead’s mo
and calculating the MSD. The results show two distinct tim
regimes~Fig. 6!. At short times (t,1 sec), we observe en
hanced diffusion^x(t)2&;tg, where g'3/2. Twenty-four
different measurements yield 1.38,g,1.56, with an aver-
age of 1.46 and a standard deviation of 0.06. At long ti
scales (t.1 sec), we observe subdiffusive motion with a
exponent 0.5,g,1. We never observed an exponent le
than 1/2. Such different scaling at different time regimes
the mean square displacement gives a measure of the
scale of the interactions within the system.

The short time regime is limited to a specific time sca
Measuring at very short times will probe the individual st
length of the driving process, as seen for example inListeria
movements within a living cell@50#. On the other hand, the
upper limit is determined by the crossover to a different b
havior at a time interval of a few seconds. Thus, the tempo
resolution of video particle tracking matches the time sc
regarding the collective activity of motor proteins within th
cell. However, the error in determining exponents increa
for a decreasing time span. We estimate as follows the e

e

ye

FIG. 6. Crossover betweent3/2 scaling andt1/2 scaling of the
measured MSD of a 3mm bead engulfed within the SV80 cell—
black line. Subdiffusive motion witht3/4 scaling measured for a
granule naturally appears in the same cell line—gray line. Thin
guidelines represent power law scaling as indicated. Inset show
measured MSD for ten different samples at short times,,2 sec.
The broken guidelines represent power law scaling oft3/2.
6-5
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in the above exponents, which were measured over one
half decades. First, we estimate the error of the mean sq
displacement at the edge of the time domain, i.e., at 0.04
1.0 sec. A common way to estimate the error for a mean
sampled data is the standard deviation divided by square
of the number of samples@51#. Second, we estimate the err
of the exponent by calculating the power law based on
treme values of the MSD at the edge of the time regim
Using the above we estimate the error on the measu
power law to be 0.06.

Calculating MSD at long times requires acquisition
very long sequences@52#, and it is risky to fix exponents a
such time regimes. Because the MSD is computed as a
average for a single trajectory, Eq.~6! assumes thatn!N.
We typically acquired sequences of 8 min durationN
512 000 frames!, and for each experiment the MSD wa
calculated on various time windows sampled from the lo
sequence. We began by calculating the MSD using all 12
frames. Next the MSD was calculated separately from
first and last 6000 frames. Finally, the MSD was calcula
on three successive windows, each of 4000 frames.
MSD evaluated from all time windows gave similar resu
until 48 sec (n51200 frames!. In many of the resulting
analyses the scaling at long time clearly shows a crossov
a subdiffusive regime. We further note that this crosso
takes place at MSD values much smaller than what
would expect due to confinement of the bead to a restric
box, i.e., a particular location within the cell. Within a bo
the MSD saturates at a value of2

3 L2, whereL is the box size.
In our case the bead wanders within a space larger tha
diameter, and therefore saturation would be expected at
plitudes greater than 6mm2. In fact the crossover we ob
serve takes place at much smaller amplitudes,~e.g., 0.3 mm2

for the case shown in Fig. 6!.
The engulfed bead could easily escape a single beam

tical trap, while the same trap could hold stationary a be
subject to a Stokes drag force of as much as 120 pN. Ta
into account that the stall force of a single kinesin motor
about 5 pN, the inability of the optical trap to hold the e
gulfed particle clearly indicates the simultaneous activity
many motors. The motion of the particle suggests that
motor system moving the bead is stochastic. The bead s
may adsorb kinesin and dynein randomly, which results i
randomly driven wandering motion. Moreover, there may
sufficient local disorder within the microtubule array to ge
erate a random path even with a single motor. The force s
is in agreement with a recent study using magnetic be
@43#. There, it was shown that the implanted probe moves
directions other than that of the applied force, indicating
involvement of internal forces. Analyzing the change in t
velocity vector relative to the applied force yielded an act
internal force of 200 pN upon a micron-sized bead.

In principle, the driven motion could be a result of acti
myosin motors or microtubule-associated motors. Us
various drugs we can disrupt the filament systems spe
cally. Incubating the cell culture with 10mM nocadazole
~Sigma, cat. no. M-1404! for 5 h, destroys the microtubul
network and leaves the associated motor proteins withou
extended track along which to move. The actin network c
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be disrupted by treatment with 2 mg/ml cytochalasin
~Sigma, cat. no. C-8273! for 2–3 h. Nocodazole-treated cel
show a loss of long range internal vesicle movements, w
cytochalasin-treated cells are unable to divide. The dep
merization of the microtubule network eliminated the e
hanced diffusion, while actin depolymerization had no me
surable effect on the MSD scaling@3#. Thus, we may
conclude that the microtubule-associated motor system is
sponsible for the enhanced diffusion and associated ano
lous power law,̂ x2(t)&;t3/2.

Active transport in a purely viscous medium may result
a crossover from ballistic to diffusive motion. Suppose tha
particle is actively transported in a purely viscous mediu
by a stochastic force whose mean is vanishing, and wh
correlation function obeys:̂ F(t1)F(t2)&5^F2&e2ut12t2u/t,
wheret is a characteristic correlation time. Unlike therm
forces the active force is not subject to the fluctuatio
dissipation theorem. The equation of motionẋ(t)5v(t)
5F(t)/m, wherem is the frictional drag, leads to the follow
ing MSD:

^x2~ t !&52^v2&t@ t2t~12e2t/t!#. ~7!

At short times this reduces to a quadratic scaling of
MSD, i.e., theballistic regime, ^x2(t)&5^v2&t2 where^v2&
5^F2&/m2. At times longer than the characteristic correl
tion time, this equation reduces to linear scaling, i.e.,
diffusive regime, ^x2(t)&52Dt, whereD5^v2&t.

A ballistic regime with expanded time scale was recen
demonstrated using a large bead embedded in a t
dimensional bath of bacteria@6#. The bead is driven by ran
dom impulses, as each bacterium swims in a particular di
tion for a short time and the collective activity upon the be
is random. The measured MSD on such a particle show
superdiffusive regime at short times, with an exponent
tween 1.5 and 2, and normal diffusion at longer times. T
measurements can be fit successfully to the above equa
suggesting that the observed scaling represents a cross
from ballistic to diffusive regimes. In order to exclude th
possibility that the enhanced diffusion we observe may b
crossover regime, we checked that our measured data ca
be fitted to Eq.~7!. Moreover, the exponents smaller than
measured at long time scales are not consistent with a sim
crossover from ordinary ballistic to diffusive motion.

The non-Newtonian environment inside the cell sugge
an explanation for the anomalous diffusion based on h
drance to ballistic motion. The origin of the hindrance lies
the polymer response. This response was observed u
thermal excitation in the experiments using purified biopo
mers. During its motion the bead must deform the micro
bule network. Thus, the time-dependent friction in the cy
plasm depresses the scaling of the ballistic motion inside
cell. This hypothesis is also consistent with the subdiffus
motion observed for nondriven lipid spheres~granules! natu-
rally appearing in these cells. As the passive diffusion of
intracellular granules or beads in a network of purified po
mers is subdiffusive, the driven motion of the engulfed bea
will be subballistic.
6-6
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DIFFUSION AND DIRECTED MOTION IN CELLULAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011916 ~2002!
VII. TIME-DEPENDENT FRICTION

The above proposal can be discussed in the context o
Einstein relation between thermal and driven processes.
two-dimensional MSD̂ x2(t)&TH measured in thermal, i.e
nondriven environments such as lipid granules or beads
bedded in motorless networks, defines an effective tim
dependent friction

4kBT

me~ t !
5

d

dt
^x2~ t !&TH . ~8!

For simple Brownian diffusion this yields the scalar Newto
ian viscosity, whereas subdiffusive motion implies tim
dependent friction. In our case the scaling yieldsme(t)
;t1/4. We can use this scaling in order to calculate the
pected scaling of the MSD of a particle embedded in
same non-Newtonian environment with the presence of
plied force^x2(t)&F . As discussed above, the motor protei
drive the bead randomly in different directions, within a lim
ited region in the cell. Thus the force upon the bead is r
domly distributed between positive and negative values, w
vanishing mean on long time scales but with finite varian
^F2&. Since the driven velocity isv(t)5F/me(t), one finds
that the MSD in the presence of a random driving force

^x2~ t !&F5
^F2&

~4kBT!2 ^x2~ t !&TH
2 . ~9!

A more accurate approach is formulated in the framew
of the generalized Langevin equation@53–55#

E
0

t

m~ t2t8!v~ t8!dt85F~ t !1z~ t !. ~10!

Here m(t) is a memory friction andF(t) is the external
driving force@note thatm(t) andme(t) are not equal and do
not have the same dimensions, see Eq.~13!#. z(t) is the
thermal noise obeying the fluctuation-dissipation theore
which relates its correlation function to the friction by

^z~ t !z~ t8!&5kBT m~ t2t8!. ~11!

For simple Brownian diffusionm(t2t8)5d(t2t8), i.e., the
friction has no memory.

First we consider the nondriven case@F(t)50#. In
Laplace space we obtain the generalized Einstein rela
@56#,

s2^x2~s!&TH5
4kBT

m~s!
. ~12!

Comparing to Eq.~8! we find the relation between the tw
friction coefficients,

LF 1

me~ t !G5
1

sm~s!
, ~13!

whereL@g(t)# denotes the Laplace transform of the functi
g(t). Second, we can use the friction obtained by Eq.~12! to
find the MSD in the case of a particle driven by an exter
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force in a medium characterized bym(s). The Langevin
equation in Laplace space can be written as

sx~s!5v~s!5
F~s!1z~s!

m~s!
, ~14!

which yields the solution for the driven case as a function
the applied force and the MSD of anondrivenprobe in the
same environment

^x~s!&F5
sF~s!

4kBT
^x2~s!&TH . ~15!

For a stochastic force, such as the force exerted upon
engulfed bead by the collective activity of motor proteins,
times shorter than the correlation time of the force the ab
equation yields Eq.~9!. In our case thet3/4 power law mea-
sured for the thermally driven particles leads tot3/2 scaling,
as measured for the cell-engulfed beads. The response o
intracellular network depends on its memory of the impu
duration, rather than just on the instantaneous velocity.

Consider now long times relative to the correlation tim
of the force. In the case of time-dependent friction the MS
is given by

^x2~ t !&F5E
0

tE
0

t ^F~ t1!F~ t2!&
me~ t2t1!me~ t2t2!

dt1dt2 . ~16!

Taking ^F(t1)F(t2)&5^F2&e2ut12t2u/t implies that fort@t,
where the driving force is decorrelated,^F(t1)F(t2)&
5^F2&td(t12t2), the MSD is

^x2~ t !&F5E
0

t ^F2&t

@me~ t2t1!#2
dt1 . ~17!

For our case the friction has time scaling ofme(t);t1/4 and
we get

^x2~ t !&F;t1/2. ~18!

VIII. MSD SCALING vs BEAD SIZE

The above considerations presume that the bead main
intimate contact with the microtubule network, so that
order for it to move it must push the surrounding filamen
out of the way. In order to check whether the anomaloust3/2

scaling depends on such contact between the bead an
microtubules we used beads of various sizes. Similar exp
ments could in principle be made using a sparse netw
However, practically it is problematic to control the netwo
density within the living cell. We may expect that small
beads will have rarer interactions~Fig. 7! with the network
and their motion will approach normal ballistic scaling, i.e.
larger exponent approaching 2. In the case of a passive
work, it was shown that beads smaller than the mesh
perform ordinary diffusion while larger beads, which a
locked in the network, perform subdiffusive motion@30#. It
was also demonstrated that instantaneous velocities of s
beads (0.5mm diameter! engulfed intoDictyosteliumcells
6-7
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AVI CASPI, RONY GRANEK, AND MICHAEL ELBAUM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011916 ~2002!
are higher than for larger beads (1.5mm diameter! @43#.
Experiments measuring the MSD of the random wand

ing motion within the cell, as described above, were c
ducted for beads with diameters 1, 2, and 3mm. Results
from typical cases measured inside SV80 cells are show
Fig. 8. At short times we have observed enhanced diffus
the mean square displacement^x(t)2& is proportional totg

with g.1, for all bead sizes. The 3mm bead used previ
ously @3# performs an enhanced diffusion with an expone
of g51.4660.06 ~24 samples!. The same scaling was mea
sured also for 2mm bead diameter,g51.4760.03 ~3
samples!. However, the 1mm diameter beads display a sca
ing with a lower exponent ofg51.3360.10 ~18 samples!
and broader distribution.~Data are given as an average6

FIG. 7. Cartoon of the cage formed by the MT network f
small and large beads. A small bead can diffuse or rattle with
limited area while a large bead must push the surrounding filam
out of the way in order to move.Solid lines represent the MT
filaments.Small dotsrepresent the motor proteins, and theblack
shell represents the membrane surrounding the bead.

FIG. 8. Measured MSD for 1mm bead~diamonds! and 2 mm
bead~circles!, inside an SV80 cell.Solid gray linesare fits over the
short times regime (,1 sec). For the 1mm bead, the chart show
a case with relatively low exponent~1.25, vs an average of 1.33! in
order to highlight the change compared to the 2mm bead diameter.
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standard deviation over the number of samples specifi!
Thus, the larger beads yield an exponent of 3/2, while
smaller beads also perform an enhanced diffusion but wi
lower apparent exponent.

We would like to check whether the anomalous diffusi
measured above for various beads relates to the densi
the network in which the bead is embedded. Using the w
force of the optical tweezers we tried to move the engul
bead. The optical tweezers are much stronger than the
diffusion, so a particle that cannot be moved by the opti
forces also cannot diffuse by Brownian motion. In order
quantify the ability of the engulfed bead to be moved by t
optical tweezers, we scanned the tweezers relative to
bead at a low frequency~0.2 Hz! and measured the deflectio
of the bead position. We refer to this as ‘‘rattling.’’ Tw
detection techniques were used. The first was based on v
tracking and the second on a two-photon fluorescence t
nique. These will be described separately in the followi
sections.

IX. RATTLING—VIDEO TRACKING

Using optical tweezers we ‘‘rattled’’ the engulfed micro
sphere. The restricted volume in which the optical forces
drag the bead gives a measure of the free space availabl
the bead to move. An experimental setup was built aroun
standard inverted microscope equipped with an oil-coup
Fluar objective3100/1.3~Carl Zeiss, Germany! and a stage
driven by closed-loop piezoelectric positioners~Physik In-
strumente, Germany!. The optical trap is based on a sol
state 983 nm infrared Master Oscillator Power Amplifier
ser, with maximum power output of 1 W~SDL-5762-A6,
San Jose, CA!, whose output is steered and expande
(32.5) before being introduced to the microscope via
epifluorescence port. A dichroic mirror~750DCSP, Chroma
Technology, Inc.! directs the laser into the objective. W
aligned the optical trap to be stationary at the center of
field of view and scanned the sample back and forth.
followed the location of the bead, during the scanning, us
standard video tracking as described above.

The stage was scanned with peak-to-peak amplitude
17.5 mm at a frequency of 0.2 Hz. In case the bead w
embedded in a solution with a viscosity equal to that
water, the drag force upon it will be 0.07 pN and 0.21 pN f
1 mm and 3 mm beads, respectively. Experiments we
carried out with a laser output power of 400 mW. At such
power the escape force from the tweezers, measured
Stoke’s drag in water was 15 pN for the 1mm bead and 48
pN for the 3 mm bead. Thus, under the above scann
conditions the optical tweezers could hold the bead aga
the Stokes drag even in a solution 200 times more visc
than water.

During measurements the entire stage, with the cell
the bead engulfed within it, is scanned relative to the opti
tweezers. When the bead arrives near the optical axis it d
into the trap and is dragged until drawn out due to collisi
with a hard material, most likely the cytoskeleton, which
the only nonfluid material in the cytoplasm.

In order to measure the distance by which the tweez

a
ts
6-8
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FIG. 9. Rattling of a 1 mm
bead inside a living SV80 cell.~a!
Position vs time as measured b
video tracking.~b! The difference
in the bead position between suc
cessive frames as a function of th
bead position ~‘‘graphic aver-
age’’!.
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can move the bead we calculate the difference in the b
position between successive video frames. Where the tw
zers have no effect on the motion, this difference is
positive/negative constant dependent on the scanning d
tion and velocity. In case the tweezers can trap and hold
bead, the difference in successive positions is close to z
In order to eliminate noise in the particle tracking and oth
sources of movements such as kicks from the motor prote
we average the difference between bead position over se
cycles. Data are presented in a ‘‘graphic average’’ by plott
the difference in the bead position between succes
frames as a function of the bead position. Such a chart ea
shows the periodic change in the motion of bead.

Rattling of 1 mm and 3 mm engulfed beads show dif
ferent behaviors. A 1mm bead could be moved within
space of'2 mm length ~Fig. 9!. By contrast, the optica
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tweezers could only slightly move the 3mm bead~Fig. 10!.
We also measured the MSD of 1 and 3mm beads that were
subject to the above rattling experiments. The results
consistent with the data presented earlier. For the 3mm
bead we found power law scaling at short times with
exponent ofg51.4860.07 ~five cases!. For the 1 mm bead
we measured an exponent ofg51.3660.06 ~four cases!.
The ability to rattle under optical forces was therefore fou
to correlate with the lower exponent measured for its w
dering motion.

As pointed out above, the bead is pulled out from the t
because it collides with the intracellular network. Motion
the scale of the bead diameter, as observed in the wande
movement showing enhanced diffusion, can be achie
only if the cytoskeleton network is deformed. Forces mu
larger than those provided by the optical tweezers are
y

-
e

FIG. 10. Rattling of a 3mm
bead inside a living SV80 cell.~a!
Position vs time as measured b
video tracking.~b! The difference
in the bead position between suc
cessive frames as a function of th
bead position ~‘‘graphic aver-
age’’!.
6-9
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AVI CASPI, RONY GRANEK, AND MICHAEL ELBAUM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011916 ~2002!
quired. For inducing forced movement a different driver
needed such as magnetic tweezers or direct mechanica
nipulation. Thus, the observed wandering movement
served clearly indicates collective activity of motor protein
Depolymerization of the microtubule network by nocodaz
allowed the bead to be dragged freely inside the cell~data
not shown!.

X. RATTLING—TWO PHOTON

Particle tracking inside the living cell using video bas
techniques is limited in part because it is difficult to disti
guish between a bead and vesicles or granules that ap
naturally in the cell. The problem becomes more critic
when smaller beads are used. Fluorescent beads are ea
distinguish, but require illumination of the cells with stron
visible light. This is known to have deleterious photochem
cal effects. We have developed a different method in wh
the probe acts as a source of light rather than an imager
scatterer. The same infrared laser beam used for the op
tweezers also excites fluorescence in the bead b
continuous-wave two-photon absorption process@57#. Exci-
tation occurs optimally when using a fluorescent bead
has an excitation maximum around half of the wavelength
the trapping beam. As the bead is pulled away from the
tical trap the fluorescence intensity decreases. Thus the e
ted intensity gives a measure of the position of the b
relative to the optical axis without using particle tracking.
similar methodology has been used as a scanning micros
for mapping surface topology@58#. We used this setup fo
mapping the internal cage of the network.

The experimental setup is built around a standard inve
microscope~Fig. 11! with the same scanning stage and op
cal tweezers described above. The 983 nm trapping l
efficiently excited beads having excitation maximum at 4
nm or 505 nm. Experiments presented here used ye
green fluorescent beads@F-8823 (1 mm) and F-8853
(2 mm), Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR#. Fluorescence
emission was measured by a photon-counting pho
multiplier unit ~H6180-01 Hamamatsu, Japan!, mounted at
the microscope camera port. The faceplate of the dete
was placed behind the image plane in order to distribute
light intensity. Pulses corresponding to photon arrivals w

FIG. 11. A picture of the experimental setup used for the tw
photon measurements.
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measured using a gated photon counter~SR400 Stanford Re-
search Systems, Sunnyvale, CA!. The analog output of the
counter was sampled using an acquisition board~PCI-1200
National Instruments, Austin, TX!.

We compare the rattling and MSD between 1 and 2mm
beads.~As pointed out above, we found no measurable d
ference between the power law scaling of 2 and 3mm
beads, and the most intensely fluorescent beads are una
able in 3 mm diameter.! The stage is scanned back and for
while the optical tweezers are located at the origin. When
bead comes close to the optical axis, where the tweezers
located, the optical trap holds the bead for a certain perio
time, during which the fluorescence intensity is high. Th
duration represents the restricted length in which the b
can be moved. Of course, when the bead is not held by
tweezers, the emitted intensity is zero and the counter ou
is the dark count of the photomultiplier tube. A fixed be
will be subject to the excitation from the laser for a sho
period, while a bead in a box will be excited for a duration
accordance with the size of the box. By comparing the int
sity vs position for scanning around a cell-engulfed bead
scanning around a fixed bead, we measure the length
which the bead can be rattled within the intracellular n
work.

First we scanned the stage back and forth around a b
fixed to the coverslip, and measured the emitted fluoresce
as function of the stage position~Fig. 12, gray lines!. Sec-
ond, we scanned the stage back and forth around a b
engulfed into the cell, and we plotted the emitted intensity
stage position~Fig. 12, black lines!. As can be seen from Fig
12, the 1 mm bead could be rattled by the optical forc
while the 2 mm bead could not be moved by the tweeze
The intensity profile of the 2mm bead inside the cell is
almost identical to the profile of a fixed bead, indicating th
the bead is locked inside the cage formed by the cytoskele
network. In contrast, the intensity profile of a 1mm bead
inside the cell is wider than the profile measured on a fix
bead. In accordance with the video based measurements
1 mm bead could be moved by the modest force of
tweezers and may also diffuse inside that cage. Meas
ments were carried out on five different samples for ea
bead diameter. Again we measured the MSD of the wan
ing motion for the 1 and 2mm beads before and after th
rattling. For the particular cases shown in Fig. 12, we fou
an exponent of 1.49 for the 2mm bead and an exponent o
1.34 for the 1 mm bead.

XI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The measured anomalous scaling for the MSD of a c
engulfed probe,̂x(t)2&;t3/2, is explained based on the sub
diffusive scaling observed for microtubule undulationsin
vitro. Within a semiflexible polymer network it was show
by us as well as by others, that a nondriven probe perform
subdiffusive motion witht3/4 scaling. Using the generalize
Einstein relation we were able to connect this to other obs
vations in the living cells. Driven motion of the probe withi
the cell deforms the surrounding microtubule network, pu
ing other filaments out of the way. These deformations

-
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DIFFUSION AND DIRECTED MOTION IN CELLULAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011916 ~2002!
cess many bending modes of the surrounding filame
whose elastic properties determine the microrheological
sponse. As each bending mode of the microtubules ha
wavelength-dependent damping rate, the effective drag
the driven probe acquires a time dependence. This lead
t3/2 scaling at short times, crossing over tot1/2 scaling at long
times, in agreement with the observations.

The above argument depends on the intimate contact
tween the probe and the surrounding microtubules. Ratt
beads with different sizes using optical tweezers within
living cell shows that a 1mm diameter bead can be move
by the weak optical forces, in contrast to 2 and 3mm beads
that cannot be moved. All the engulfed beads studied
form an enhanced diffusion, i.e.,^x(t)2&;tg with g.1. For

FIG. 12. Two-photon fluorescence intensity vs position wh
scanning around an~a! 1 mm bead, and~b! 2 mm bead.Black
lines—scanning around an engulfed bead that may be dragged
short period within the cell by the optical tweezers.Gray lines—a
reference bead fixed to the cover slip in a solution of phosph
buffered saline with high salt concentration (310). A bead was
trapped by the optical tweezers and lowered until it touched
surface of the cover slip. In such a high-salt solution the bead
heres to the glass immediately due to van der Waals forces,
cannot be moved away by the optical forces.
M
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the beads that could not be rattled by the optical tweez
i.e., 2 and 3 mm beads, we found thatg53/2, in agreement
with the prediction of the generalized Einstein relation. F
smaller beads that could be rattled by the optical tweez
i.e., 1 mm diameter, smaller and more broadly distribut
apparent values ofg are observed.

Given that the larger beads could not be moved by
optical forces, they must deform the crowded cytoskele
network in order to move. That can be achieved only by
driven force of the motor proteins and not by Brownian m
tion. Thus, the wandering motion of the large beads is co
posed only of directed forces larger than the escape forc
the optical tweezers, most likely a collective activity of ma
motors operating simultaneously. The 1mm beads, how-
ever, could be rattled and therefore may move without ex
nal force or motors in a restricted cage within the netwo
Hence, the wandering motion of the 1mm bead may be
composed of a thermal component in addition to the rand
kicks of the motor proteins, resulting in a lower exponen

It remains possible that in the case of the smaller be
i.e., a sparse network, the bead is attached to a single
ment. The attached bead is rattled because the optical tw
zers can buckle single microtubules. This bead can also
fuse due to the transverse undulation of the filament. In s
a case, when turning off the driving motor we would expe
an MSD with t3/4 scaling. Unfortunately, within the cell it is
impossible to turn on and off the driving forces. Experimen
within more controllable systems such as cell extracts m
be used in order to check the suggested models.

The current work implements the approach of microrh
ology and particle tracking studies made on purified cy
skeletal networks to the living cell. In contrast to expe
ments tracking the dynamics of single molecules or sm
vesicles within the cell, our probe is large, comparable
diameter to the mesh size of the network. Moreover,
probe is driven by the collective activity of motor protein
as indicated by the inability of the optical tweezers to stop
wandering motion. The properties of those motors have b
extensively studied in clean and controllablein vitro systems.
Within the cell, motors may operate stochastically and he
the net effects of the motors cannot be described simply
force and velocity, but statistical parameters such as m
square displacement should be considered. As shown h
these may reveal interesting properties of the intracellu
environment.
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